RPNYC takes on the Australian Women’s Keelboat Regatta
Six RPNYC women travelled to Melbourne in early June to participate in the Australian
Women’s Keelboat Regatta. Skippered by Kate Robinson, the Port Nic Pirates had borrowed
‘Sunshine’, an Adams 10.6, from Jim Oosterweghel, a generous and trusting Melburnian.
The regatta has been run for 28 years by the Royal Melbourne Yacht Squadron (RMYS) and
attracts female-only crews from all over Australia every Queen’s Birthday weekend for six
races over three days. This year we and a team from Tauranga were the only international
teams among a fleet of 27 boats across two divisions. This included a twelve-strong S80
fleet which made for fantastic one design racing in Div 2.
With strong winds in the days before the regatta, we didn’t get as much practice as we’d
hoped for out on the boat – four of us joined Jim and his crew for their regular Wednesday
race, but a couple of us walked fresh onto the boat on the first day of racing.
Although the regatta sometimes has a reputation for pretty horrible weather, we got the
opposite – in glorious sunshine we waited on the water for four hours on the first day for
barely enough wind for a very short race, and didn’t get more than 9 knots until the last 20
minutes of the last race. When the wind did arrive, it came from nowhere – from 5 knots at
the bottom mark to 18 gusting 25 knots at the top! Sadly, Sunshine was not a fan of the light
winds so we struggled to get her into her groove. Our peak was a 2nd place on EHC (a
performance based handicap).
An off-race highlight for us was saving the Tauranga team from potential serious damage on
the first morning –their outboard motor on ‘Escape’ had cut out as they were exiting the
marina, and by the time we reached them they were already drifting onto the rocks. Some
quick thinking, skilled driving, and a perfect rope throw from the RPNYC women saved the
day, and Escape went on to win Division Two and the S80 series outright.
The atmosphere was pretty magic, with a really strong sense of camaraderie over the whole
weekend – such as when cheering erupted from all boats when the last boat limped over the
line only minutes before the cutoff, after the wind dropped out on them completely. We had a
great team of race officials and an army of boat buoys – men from RMYS on hand who
helped out on the dock wherever needed and had the BBQ cooked and waiting when we
came ashore.
Great weekend. Highly recommended. Let’s get RPNYC onto one of the S80s next year.
The Port Nic Pirates were: Kate Robinson, Shelene Paraone, Rebecca Davies (ex-RPNYC,
now sailing for Nelson Yacht Club), Amelia Dalley, Lee Davidson and Beth Goodwin. Our
team was completed by Cath Mahony, an honorary New Zealander who came with the boat.
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